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Sturdy steel stand with 
5 adjustable heights, 

comes in presentation 
gift box.

The live guitarist’s 
secret weapon. Fantastic 
for acoustic or electric 
guitars, or anything 
with a pickup! Reshape 
your tone at the touch 
of a button! Illuminated 
faders are easy to see. 
Also great for changing 
between two different 
guitars! Industrial looking heavy 

duty beast with metal grill 
& domed chrome controls! 
Built to last!

MEGA 10 WATT 
GUITAR AMPLIFIER

Pedal road case with removable 
lid, mounts and protects your 
pedals. You can be ready to 
play in seconds! Tidy up your 
stage space today.

CNB 
PEDAL CASE

PC310PC310PC310PC310PC310 $99

AMS 
AMPLIFIER STAND

secret weapon. Fantastic secret weapon. Fantastic 

MXR 6 
BAND 
GRAPHIC EQ

M109M109

AM203AM203AM203
$45

$219

Red and dangerous! 
Carefully selected 

components and 
superior design 

give you singing 
overdriven lines, or 

wind it up to 
massive crunch! 
Yes, I want one!!

Red and dangerous! 
Carefully selected 

components and 
superior design 

give you singing 
overdriven lines, or 

massive crunch! 
Yes, I want one!!

Red and dangerous! 
Carefully selected 

overdriven lines, or 

MXR 
DISTORTION III

M115M115

$209

$89

In olden times ye olde Wah circuit 
was driven by the holy fasel induc-
tor. Thine signal was hotter and 
the Wah doth rock! Who says they 
don’t make things like they used 
to!

CRYBABY 
“CLASSIC” WAH

GCB95FLGCB95FL

$339

Multi fx pedal with 16 original v-amp 
amp/speaker simulations (incl acous-
tic), 24-bit high resolution stereo pro-
cessor with delay, chorus, wah, flanger, 
reverb, noise gate, compressor etc func-
tions and awesome modulation and 

pitch sound effects.

BEHRINGER X VAMP
$149.99 BHXVAMPBHXVAMPBHXVAMPBHXVAMPBHXVAMPBHXVAMP

15 watt, 2 Channel acoustic 
amp. Virtual tube circuitry and 3 
band EQ. Mic input with volume 
control, CD input and headphone 
socket. 8” full range speaker

BEHRINGER 
ACOUSTIC COMBO

Dual 60 Watt head 
with authentic v-tone 
analog amp model-
ling and 24-bit ste-
reo multi-fx pro-
cessor. 99  presets 
includes 2 button 
foot switch. Ultra 
stack cabinet with 

4 x 12” Bugera™ 
s p e a k e r s 
switchable for 
mono or stereo 

operation.

BEHRINGER 
GUITAR AND 

AMP STACK

2 x 60 watt modeling combo with 
2 x 10’ speakers and digital FX. 
Lots of great sound variations.

BEHRINGER VAMPIRE 
GUITAR  AMP COMBO

$799.98

PEDALSPEDALS
EXTRA!EXTRA!

Red and dangerous! 
Carefully selected 

components and 
superior design 

give you singing 
overdriven lines, or 

wind it up to 
massive crunch! 
Yes, I want one!!

MXR MXR 
DISTORTION IIIDISTORTION IIIDISTORTION IIIDISTORTION III

$209$209

DISTORTION III

Universal effects pedal 
board. Fits up to 12 pedals 
and includes wiring and 1.7 
amp power adaptor. Heavy 
duty yet light weight.

BEHRINGER
EFFECTS
PEDAL 
CASE

PEDALSPEDALS
EXTRA!EXTRA!

BHPB1000BHPB1000

BHAT108BHAT108BHAT108BHAT108
$149.99

BHLX210BHLX210

$499.99
BEHRINGER

BASS COMBO
180-Watt 2-Channel Bass Amp 
with 12” speaker, compressor, 

and ultrabass processor.

99999999

USB guitar interface - Plug your 
guitar straight into your 

computer!

BEHRINGER 
GUITAR LINK

BHUCG102BHUCG102BHUCG102

BHBXL1800BHBXL1800

$79.99

$499.99

BHPKGMXBHPKGMX

$199.99 Great vintage styling & 
top sound from a 61/2” 

custom made woofer. 4 
band EQ controls and 
headphone socket for 

late night playing .

ESSEX 15 WATT 
BASS AMPLIFIER

ABA1565ABA1565

$129


